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Birla International School 
Kishangarh - Ajmer

A Birla Education Trust Pilani Institution

B i r l a  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  S c h o o l  

Kishangarh, Ajmer is a world class school 

with the most modern facilities and 

amenities; it offers the finest living 

condition and personalized pastoral care. 

The school focuses on constructivism in 

learning, independence in thinking and 

universal rhyme.

Maj. Gen (Retd). S.S. Nair AVSM

You are here laying a foundation for 

the future of India and you are performing a 

very sacred duty. All that I want to say is 

don't be contented with what you have 

achieved. The law of nature is either you 

move forward, or you have to move 

backward. Therefore, if you want to move 

forward, you have to constantly work hard 

with determination and devotion.

Shri G.D. Birla

In 1901, a village- pathshala was 

established for teaching the village children 

and also the young generation of my 

grandfather and his brothers. In 1929, it 

transformed itself into Birla Education 

Trust, with some schools for boys and girls. 

In all our school, we have the finest living 

standards and personalized pastoral care. We 

give special training in ICT and take good 

care of the students in all respects because 

it's our objective that the student must come 

out as a complete person after having 

completed education.

Shri S.K. Birla



From the Principal’s Desk

Birla International School, Kishangarh (BISK) (Birla Education Trust Pilani Institution), nestled in the 

very heart of the dynamic state of Rajasthan, during the last few years has developed its reputation for 

high quality holistic education. The school has a lush green campus spread across 48 acres, connected 

by road, rail and airways with other parts of India. We are justifiably proud of our academic performance 

but, whilst academic rigour is crucial, it is only part of the story. Our aim is to develop the whole person: 

physically, spiritually andemotionally as well as intellectually. We provide a rich tapestry of 

opportunities along the way; allowing children to experience success and fulfilment through a huge 

range of subjects and activities. Firmly grounded by our rich past, right from Early Learning to the 

Senior Years, we are focused on directing the future by providing an outstanding education to all our 

children. Our experienced teachers and boarding house staff are consummate professionals who are 

always willing to go the extra mile to ensure that all students are offered the opportunity to fulfil their 

potential both in and beyond the classroom. Whether they wish to continue their higher education in 

their home country or seek places at top universities around the world, BIS students are invariably well-

equipped to take the next step in their education and even beyond. Premier schools are built on the 

efforts of virtuous people and I firmlybelieve that our teachers, staff and students are among the very 

best. Why not come and judge for yourselves? We would be delighted to meet you.

Commander (Dr) LK Jain (Retd) 

M Sc (Physics), M Sc (Def Studies), MA (Education), PGDBA (HRD), PhD
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Why Us The Academic Torch Bearers
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Ms Dalia Ghosh holds an experience of 17 years in teaching, as 
HOD and as Coordinator across the departments of English and 
Social Sciences in multiple Boards of Education, both national 
ICSE/ISC and international. She is certified from Howard 
School of Education on Creating Cultures of Thinking. She 
possess vast experience from premier residential schools, like 
Mussoorie International School, Mussoorie, Unison World 
School, Dehradun and Vidya Gyan Leadership Academy, 
Shivnadar Foundation.

Vice Principal

Ms. Dalia Ghosh
MA (English), MA (History), BEd, 

Howard School of Education certified 

Mr Prashant Sharma is an erudite academician with extensive 
experience of more than 15 years in imparting quality 
education. He is a self-directed enthusiastic school educator, 
backed by good academic credentials coupled with 
Achievement Certificates from Ministry of Human Resource 
Development, Govt. of India for excellent performance in the 
Secondary and Senior Secondary School Examinations of the 
CBSE for the years 2014 and 2015.

Mr Prashant Sharma 
Msc (Mathematics), MEd

Dean Academics  

Ms Prema Kavia, a dedicated, resourceful and goal driven 
educator coupled with  rich career experience of working in 
Mody School, Lakshmangarh (all girls boarding school ) for 10 
years. She has also worked as PGT (Business Studies), IBDP 
Business management. She has also taught in ICSE Board 
affiliated co-educational school for seven years. She is known 
for being a diligent and energetic teacher who is committed to 
professional ethics and high standards of practices.

Ms Prema Kavia 
M Com, BEd

Dean Pastoral Care 

Mr Santosh Udenia possesses the skill to identify the spark of 
talent and nurture young ones to a level that they can carve their 
name for themselves and the school in the arena of sports. He 
exhibits ability to groom the personality and enhance 
confidence through physical and sporting intellectual 
stimulation. He is a Physical Education Teacher par excellence, 
specialized in both out-door and in-door games, with expertise 
in various age and sports specific fitness regimes.

Mr Santosh Udenia
BPE (Laxmibai National 

Institute of Physical Education, Gwalior) 

Dean Sports 

Salient Features  

An Ambience for All-inclusive Education 

Integrated Sports Facilities: 

Ÿ

Ÿ Teacher-Pupil ratio 1:12 

Ÿ State-of-the-art Infrastructure Valuing traditions

Ÿ Amenities for the future 

Ÿ Learning on tablets 

Ÿ Wi-Fi campus 

Ÿ Air-conditioned Digital Classrooms 

Ÿ Fully equipped expansive and inspiring Library 

Ÿ Idyllic and Seamless living conditions in a lush green campus 

Ÿ Separate and dispersed air-conditioned Boarding Houses 

for Boys and Girls

Ÿ Wellness Centre (mini hospital with resident Doctor and Ambulance)

Ÿ Multi-purpose hall and Seminar rooms 

Ÿ Les Ateliers (studios) - Classical and Contemporary Dance and  Music

Ÿ Arts and Crafts workplaces 

Ÿ Research workrooms for IT, Psychology, Humanities, Physics, Chemistry, 

Biology, Mathematics and Robotics

Ÿ Language Lab 

Ÿ Audio-Visual theatre  

Ÿ Cricket 

Ÿ Basketball and Volleyball 

Ÿ Badminton and Tennis

Ÿ Table Tennis 

Ÿ Rifle/Pistol Shooting 

Ÿ Horse Riding  

Ÿ Gymnastics

Ÿ Yoga

Ÿ Swimming 

Ÿ Athletics 

Ÿ Skating

English medium Co-educational fully Residential School

and much more...

Students Speak

It is my fourth year in Birla International School, Kishangargh. This 
school is all together a different world where the overall development of 
a student takes place. Earlier I was a very introvert child, but this school 
has made me more confident, creative, independent and self-reliant. 
Here I have learnt to tackle with situations smartly. I have met different 
kinds of people with different personality and attitude. This school 
provided me numerous opportunities which helped me to explore myself 
in different fields and know my actual potential. There's a friendly bond 
between teachers and the students which makes the environment of the 
school more comfortable to live in. All the teachers give their best in 
improving the academic performance of the children here.

Vaibhav Kothari
Class 12 (Session 2018-2019)

Student

I have joined this school last year. This school itself is a world dealing 
with the overall development of a child. It provided me a stage to show 
my talent in different fields and know my potential. Not only in 
academics but it focuses on various sports as well. The teaching and the 
non-teaching staff are very supportive and co-operative. Earlier I 
couldn't express my thoughts easily but now I can effortlessly put my 
views in front of anybody with confidence and coverage. This school 
made me a creative thinker, a debater and a speaker, with a spark of 
confidence.

Akansha Jain 

Class 12 (Session 2018-2019)
Head Girl 

Student



Our Vision

Our Mission

Blend of values, Knowledge and Quest for Quality and Excellence

Ÿ To develop fluency in the use of English language; to foster enjoyment of all the processes of communication: oral, written and visual.

Ÿ To recognize and to encourage talent of all kinds and of all degrees and to endeavour to stretch the intellectual and creative capacity of individuals.

Ÿ To illustrate the inter-relationship of all human knowledge, to cultivate an appreciation of man's creative skills, and to stimulate a concept of learning as a life-long process.

Ÿ To pay attention to:

Ÿ Stimulating intellectual curiosity

Ÿ Directing and exercising the emotions and develop emotional intelligence.

Ÿ Encouraging clear thinking and discrimination.

Ÿ Developing an interest in the process and resources of learning, how to learn.

Ÿ Fostering capacity to tackle a problem.

Ÿ To enable children to acquire the tools and qualifications necessary for earning their living and to become self-reliant.

Ÿ To seek and measure the extent of an individual’s success in making maximum use of one’s endowments and opportunities.

MINDS ON WINGS: The Birla International School, aims to create global citizens by providing a secure and caring co-educational boarding environment in which students 

develop the skills and values necessary to realize their potential and make a positive contribution to society.The School actively fosters academic excellence, respect for others' 

opinion, international awareness, understanding of environmental issues, enjoyment of challenge, experience of leadership and commitment to the service of others.
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Birla International School, Kishangarh (BISK)

Birla Education Trust, Pilani

Why Residential School

Birla International School, Kishangarh, a Birla Education Trust, Pilani institution is located on Jaipur-Ajmer highway, 22 km away from Kishangarh (Marble City) and 82 km from Jaipur 

(Pink City), India. BISK was established in June 2010 and is affiliated to CBSE. The school is cuddled in a lush green campus spread across 48 acres. The school is well connected by 

road, rail and airways with other parts of India. The nearest railway station is Kishangarh. The school is also approachable from the Jaipur International and Kishangarh airports.

Birla Education Trust began in 1901 when Seth Shiv Narain Birla started a tiny village Pathshala for the education of his grandsons Shri Ghanshyam Das Birla and Shri Rameshwar Das 

Birla alongwith 30 other village children in Pilani. The Pathshala gathered strength and evolved to become a High School in 1925 and an Intermediate College in 1928. The legendary 

industrialist-philanthropist Shri Ghanshyam Das Birla, had envisioned the making of an institution which would one day develop into a permanent centre of light and learning in India. To 

translate this vision into reality, he established Birla Education Trust on 23rd Jan, 1929 and constantly nurtured this institution under his dynamic leadership and far-sighted vision 

virtually transforming Pilani into a world renowned Centre of Excellence in the field of education. Today this institution stands as a conglomerate of five schools for boys and girls 

imparting World Class Education which amalgamates the rich cultural heritage of India with the modern technology. Thousands of students graduate every year from these institutions 

fully equipped to pursue higher career goals in the best of institutions in India and abroad.

Residential schools are the first choice of parents because of their challenging academia and curriculum. Students are stimulated intellectually in ways they never were before. A 

residential school ensures that students are immersed in an educational world where learning is central to all activities. Students are encouraged to think and share. They actively 

participate in their learning. Teachers live on campus and are available for extra help after the school day ends. A child in a Boarding House has been found to be more independent, 

confident, responsible and sound decision maker. In addition to all these, an international residential school ensures that the students experience  new cultures, meet national and 

international friends, develop new language skills, boost social network and increase future professional opportunities. BISK endevours to develop all the above competencies in 

students with its innovative and excellent curriculum, pastoral care and a homely atmosphere.



Life @ BISK

Boarding Facilities

Boarding House is the second home for a child, where he feels comfortable and spends most of the time. Birla International School has four huge Boarding Houses three for boys and the 

fourth for girl students. All the houses have the same infrastructure and facilities. All Boarding Houses are fully air conditioned along with the facilities for room heaters in winters. The 

residential hostels have been designed to give comfort, privacy and safety to the students. The two storied Hostels, house 68 students on each floor, cared for by the Housemaster, Assistant 

House Master, Hostel Superintendent/Matrons and Hostel Attendants. The House Master maintains medical, academic and personal progress records of the wards in his care as well as 

gives pastoral care to the students. Hostel Superintendent/Matrons takes care of pastoral needs of the students. Each Boarding House floor block has a large cheerful common room where 

the students can enjoy their hours of leisure. Overall it is an ideal place for a student to stay and learn.

Although scholastics and co-scholastics activities are held in the school building, but Boarding House activities are basically the personal activities of the child which he/she does in his/her 

room or the Common Room. Apart from the daily routine, children find time to do the following activities in the Boarding House such as to decorate the soft boards of their rooms, playing 

indoor games, watching TV and accessing Internet for Projects etc.

Central Dining Hall (CDH)

The CDH is a spacious and hygienic place with a capacity 

to host 600 members at one time. 3 meals (Breakfast, 

Lunch, Dinner) is served here. The students also enjoy 

Fruits during the Fruit Time (Fruits Break) and Snacks 

Time after the daily sports in the evening. The food served 

is ensured to be nutritious and acts as a wholesome meal 

for the students.
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Methodology

At BISK, we follow the latest and the ultra modern pedagogy that focuses on 'Child Centric Education'. To implement this, we reinforce learning by creating a healthy ambience that is 

perfected by personal attention according to different learning requirements. We believe in 'Experiential Learning' method wherein, the students are taught in the well-equipped 

classrooms with audio and visual aids as well as a smart boards with digital contents tailored to suit their requirements.

Remedial Classes 

Besides, the students at BISK are also given special tutelage on subjects both before and 

after the examinations, if they so require. In addition to the preparatory and remedial 

classes, we provide all the added guidance to the students of Board Classes with focus on 

the Board results. This is done through all year-round weekend extra classes and 

fortnightly tests through which we track the progress of each student and map their 

performance. 

Preparatory Classes 

The daily schedule at BISK is planned in a manner to provide quality time and 

opportunity for the academic pursuits of the scholars. The students zealously utilise the 

preparatory time of not less than two and half hours every day to follow up their daily 

lessons under the guidance of their teachers.

Mentorship

Classrooms

At BISK, the role of a teacher spreads beyond the classroom and sports field. A BISK 

teacher is a friend, guide, philosopher and a mentor. Every student is assigned to a 

personal mentor teacher who ensures the much-required personal attention to the child 

and takes care of the emotional and psychological need of the child. Thus, every teacher 

has a small number of ten students as mentees and through the system of mentorship we 

ensure Personalised Attention for the students. The mentor guides the mentee with the 

choice of hobby, games and sports, helps her/him to identify the strengths and counsels to 

overcome the challenges. Thus the mentors record the minutest details of the child's 

personal growth in every area, be in academics, sports, hobby or soft skills. All such 

details are shared periodically with the parents to help them monitor and visualise the 

growing up of their ward, even while being miles away.

Aesthetically designed fully air-conditioned smart classrooms are the best part of the 

school. The spacious and very well-ventilated rooms receive sufficient natural light  and 

create a conducive atmosphere for learning. All rooms are smart rooms i.e each room has 

a projector and a smart board to provide education in-keeping  with the modern 

technological trends. Furniture is specially designed to meet the requirement of the 

students where they not only can sit comfortably but also keep their belongings safely. 

All classrooms as well as other workplaces have fire safety alarm options. The softboards 

in the classrooms are adorned by the teachers and students from time to time as per the 

topic being taught. The Central Announcement System, with speaker sets in each 

classroom provides facility for instant communication and important announcements. 

To ensure personalized attention, our class rooms have a maximum strength of 25 

students per class.

The Curriculum

The Elementary Curriculum

The Middle Curriculum

To nurture the students as global learners, the academic programme of the school is based 

on curricula drawn from the CBSE. It comprises four phases viz, the Elementary, 

Middle, Secondary and Senior Secondary stages. The system of Pre Mid Term, Mid-

Term, Post Mid-Term and Final Examinations, followed throughout, leads to seamless, 

progressive and continuous assessment and feedback on learning. 

The Elementary School is from Grades IV to V. The CBSE curriculum, with additional 

components to meet local needs, enables children to think about their studies from an 

international perspective. The aim is to provide  holistic development and a firm, 

relevant and useful foundation in Mathematics, English and Science. It is ensured that  

experiential learning methodology and the best practises  of  CBSE and NCERT syllabus 

are synergised and  implemented at this stage.

The Middle School is from Grades VI to VIII. It builds on the elementary stage and 

develops the children's knowledge and skills in Mathematics, English and Science. The 

Housemaster/Housemistress and teachers help to monitor the academic growth and 

development of each child. The curriculum prepares students for the secondary school 

curriculum.

Secondary School Curriculum

Senior Secondary School Curriculum

In Grades IX and X, CBSE curriculum is followed throughout the year. Teachers 

assess the students on the basis of written tests as well as varied activities. Regular 

remedials and extra classes provide the much needed fillup in these classes.

In Grades XI and  XII CBSE curriculum is followed throughout the year. Teachers 

assess the students based on regular assessments in the form of class tests as well as 

pre-board tests. Finer tips to attempt the question papers, especially the Higher 

Order Thinking Skill questions and score well in the Board examinations are 

regularly shared by the experienced teachers in the form of mock-tests and 

feedback thereon.
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Clubs and Societies

Students of BISK are exposed various life skills which enable them to be better equipped to face challenges in life. There are 

different clubs and societies to encourage and create interest among the students. We have Eco , Vocal and Instrumental 

music, Sculpture, Pottery and Clay modelling, Cooking, Adventure, Journalism, Wood Craft, Books, Literary, Photography, 

Story Telling, Gardening, Astronomy, Choreography and Science/Robotics clubs as well as the Debate and Heritage 

Societies, etc.

English: The Lingua-Franca

Good command over languages plays an important role towards developing good communication skills. English, being the global 

language, enables a person to be more competitive. Keeping the enrichment of English language skills in  mind, it is compulsory to 

communicate in English at all levels at BISK. The aim is all about improving the English language of the students by giving them 

optimum opportunities to communicate, interact and express themselves under the supervision and guidance of their language teachers. 

Many innovative approaches are adopted to inculcate the best of English learning in the students. The Language Lab effectively adds  in 

enriching the linguistic competencies of the students.

Trips & Excursions

Trips and excursions are a regular part of the school routine. Children are taken to various places nearby and far away from school. These 

trips help children to inculcate social responsibility skills and knowledge about the rich culture of our country. Local excursions are 

generally held two times in a month, while long tours are provisioned at least once in a year, i.e in Winters and in Summers. During these 

trips, emphasis is laid on providing exposure to our rich heritage along with entertainment.

Etalage-unleashing the real self

Depending on choice and inherent talent, BISK encourages all students to participate in competitions spanning across a large variety of  

activities to unleash their hidden talents and discover their competencies.  The students look forward to showcasing their talents through 

these contests. Some of the competitions held regularly are English and Hindi declamation, Hindi and English Skits, Mathematics and 

IT Quiz programmes, Rangoli making and Mehndi designing, Calligraphy  among others.
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Sports@ BISK

Indoor Games

To nurture  the mental and physical strength of students, the school has a huge 

facility for indoor games. There is an indoor multi purpose hall with facilities to play 

Badminton, Table Tennis, Basketball, Carrom, Chess, Scrabble,  and other games. 

The school also has a 10 mts Riffle/Pistol shooting facility. The students of the 

school regularly participate each year in District as well as CBSE cluster 

competitions.

Outdoor Games

BISK has a number of lush green grounds and well laid out courts for 

Football,  Cricket, Volleyball, Basketball, Tennis, Skating, Outdoor Gym 

and other outdoor sports. School has a full fledged Swimming Pool. Apart 

from these, a seperate large ground  caters to Horse Riding. 
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Our Alumni Speaks 

School is a part everyone needs to go through. It was always difficult for 

me to get up early get ready go for it and wait till it's over. Always hoping 

sports time comes soon. But Birla was something else. They say we don't 

know the value to things till it's gone. But before 1 week of me leaving the 

school I got to know that I was afraid I will leave all these similar faces, 

these angry gestures and those beautiful smiles. So, it may be like we never 

thought of leaving those things that's why we didn't need it's value. 

Lectures went on and we made a special bond maybe we were all in hostel 

and we spent 24 hours together. And ironically never getting bored of 

them. Everyone taught a lot. Not only the academics but many life lessons 

were learned as well. I never imagined the word teacher can have a 

different meaning and I came to know about it because of them. I am very 

thankful I was there as a part of it. Those 4 years were long until they were 

over, and I wanted them to repeat themselves again and again. Many things 

are yet to learned but I never wanted the teachers to change. Thank you 

everyone for those beautiful years and a lifelong lesson.

Karmendra
Science Batch 2016-17

BISK, this does not mean mere letters to me.... Rather it is a gift of life to 

which I'm indebted forever... I joined this institution as a rough piece of 

rock, but the teachers and my guardians at BISK carved me to 

perfection...Here, I was awarded with every possible opportunity I could 

ever seek...may it be scoring 6/6 (CGPA) in IGCSE exams as academic 

achievement, or representing my school to national rifle shooting 

tournament to cover sports aspect, or nurturing my leadership skills as I 

was appointed to be the HEAD BOY of this prestigious institute during my 

12th grade... I walked out of BISK with my pockets full of 

accomplishments and my parents' heart full of pride.. My days spent at 

BISK enabled me to stand out and loud wherever I go... And the question 

follows every time:from which school Varun? I reply with humble pride: 

BISK.

Varun Chawla
Commerce Batch 2016-17

While Birla was a party to two full years of my growing up, it wasn't just 

brick and cement that sheltered but blood and bone of a hundred-other 

people who helped me build who I am. I believe I never really liked a lot of 

way how the school worked until now. It's beautiful to see how the 

strictness of school is working in an intrinsic manner. I would give up a lot 

of things to roam in the corridors with my bag on or eat that food I criticized 

with the people I made fun of or sit with my teachers as the solved my 

problems. They are right when they say...There is nothing like a school.

Viren
Science Batch 2016-17

School is the most important part of a student's life, where we enter with 

tears in our eyes and leave with more painful and bitter ones. I never felt 

that leaving it would create a big void in my life. This school proved to be a 

waterfall of opportunities where we got to learn a lot and develop so many 

competitive skills along with leadership qualities, where we develop 

interpersonal and communication skills both simultaneously coinciding 

with each other to polish me to the core. The most important thing which I 

learnt here was "time management". This place deserves the applause for 

making me an independent woman I am today by giving me opportunity 

equal to the boys in terms of sports, education, leadership, co-curricular 

activities and all those things which were stereotyped on us by our 

ancestors. This place deserves all the heart-warming thanksgiving which I 

can't express in words rather than tears in my eyes while I am writing it. 

First and foremost -my teachers, they taught us so many things in so little 

time that it is proving to be a boon for us and of course, the friends from 

which we shared every second of our life in this school Be it classroom, 

dining hall, boarding houses and games field, whatever we do, we have 

them with us. Secondly. I miss the strict rules which I didn't like in the 

tenure of my stay there, but they proved to be the top most important aspect 

of life which made me a disciplined and an amazing personality. I miss the 

morning assemblies, the principal's addresses and the participation in it 

which also helped me in taking out my stage fear. The food is among the 

top things that i miss the most. We might think that we don't like it or it 

doesn't taste good, but believe me the food which we used to get here is 

among the most desired parts of my school life. To sum up i would just like 

to say that "Oh God do a miracle such that I get to live my school life with 

same friends, same teachers and mentors and same food and the same age 

for just one day of my life.

Shivani Sharma 
Commerce Batch 2016-17

Birla International School, Kishangarh!!! The school we always use to wish, whenever we visited Jaipur, 

that one day we will get our child here and came the year 2017. Our daughter Niksha Chauhan got admission in 

XI Humanities in BISK. 

We heartily appreciate the school for 
Ÿ being best regarding the safety measures
Ÿ takes every care for the well being of the child
Ÿ when it comes to studies, the school has always tried its best 
Ÿ the school made our daughter more confident and out

spoken, which we always aspired for
Ÿ the best part of BISK is that our daughter is most happy to

here and that counts a lot for us, as parents

For those who are seeking admissions for their children in residential schools, Birla International School, 

Kishangarh, should be the first choice.

Best Wishes

Mrs. Priya Chauhan (Principal, Bal Niketan, Pali)
Mr. Bhupender Chauhan  (Secretary- Shiksha Samiti)

We have admitted our daughter, Simran, in class XI in Birla International School. The experience is very good, 

we feel satisfied about academics and other facilities which are being provided by school.

The quality of food is very good. We feel proud that our daughter is studying in Birla International School. The 

sports which are provided are good for students. There are many options available for the students. The teachers 

and staff are cooperative and friendly.

Thanking you

Mr Rohit Dhingra

Mrs. Ruchi Dhingra
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Fee Policy

Admission is open to Classes IV to IX and XI. We offer all the three stream viz, Science, Commerce and Humanities in classes XI and XII. However no direct admission is allowed in 

classes X and XII.

For admission in Class IV to IX and XI, a child is required to be first registered as per the procedure given below. Thereafter, a pen and paper aptitude test followed by an interaction is 

conducted on the date intimated by the admission department. The duration of entrance test will be 1to 2 hours. Syllabus for the aptitude test will be based on the previous class as per 

CBSE curriculum. The evaluation will be conducted in two subjects viz, English and Mathematics for class IV and V, three subjects viz, English, Mathematics and EVS for class VI and 

VII  and four subjects viz, English, Mathematics, EVS/Science and Hindi for class VIII and IX. For class XI the test will be based on class X syllabus as per CBSE curriculum. However 

for the convenience of the parents aptitude tests will be conducted  in the school on any working days between Mondays to Saturdays from 10.00 am to 1.00 pm. No entrance exam will be 

conducted on Sundays and Holidays. The age appropriateness of a child for a particular class will be checked in the school by the admission committee with the help of the birth certificate 

and the previous School Leaving Certificate. Fee of selected students are to be paid within 10 days from the date of confirmation of admission. The decision of the Principal regarding 

admission of a child will be final and binding on all. 

 Eligibility Criteria

Admission Policy @ BISK

Imprest account for every student is maintained to cater to all expenses incurred on books/stationery, toiletries, tuck-shop, laundry, general stores, general traveling, sports, tours and 

treks, outdoor trips to participate in scholastics and co-scholastics activities and medical expenses. The balance in the imprest account is carried forward to the next year and the parents 

are provided with a statement of accounts.

Ÿ For all students, the total Boarding fee is to be paid in two equal installments. For existing students,  first installment is to be paid on or before 10 April and second on or before 10 

October. For new students, total Boarding fee is also payable in two installments; first at the time of admission and second on or before 10th October of every year. The school has the 

authority to strike off the name of a student, who fails to deposit the fee within the stipulated period.

Ÿ Fee for the full term will be charged even if a student joins late, leaves early or absents himself during a part of the session.

Ÿ The fee may be accepted with the fine of Rs. 100/- (rupees one hundred only) per day till next 15 days after the due date. Thereafter,  the name of the student will be struck off  the rolls 

of the school. However, the student may be re-admitted after receiving a re-admission fee of Rs. 10,000/- (rupees ten thousand only), but on the discretion of the Principal for which a 

written request from the parent/guardian will be necessary. In case fee is not paid within one month of due date the students may be sent home to their parents at the latter's expense.

Ÿ For those who are opting for Horse Riding/Shooting, an additional amount of Rs. 10000/- (rupees ten thousand only) per annum each will be charged separately.

Ÿ 10% waiver on Boarding fee will be given to junior sibling.

Ÿ No separate communication in connection with the scheduled payment of the fee installment of the ward will be sent to the parent/guardian.

Ÿ Fee once deposited will in no case be refunded. 

Grades

Age

IV V VI VII VIII IX XI

9+ 10+ 11+ 12+ 13+ 14+ 16+

Birla International School 

Bank: 

A/C Name: 

A/C No.: 

IFSC Code: 

Branch: 

ICICI Bank 

Birla International School

683901700653

ICI0006839

Krishi Mandi Branch, Kishangarh, Ajmer

Registration Procedure 

The following procedure is to be followed for registration for admission to BISK:

1. The prescribed Registration Form, duly completed, should be submitted to the Principal with the Registration fee of Rs. 5000/- (rupees five thousand only) by a Bank

Draft/NEFT/RTGS drawn in favour of Birla International School.

Details of the school's bank account are as follows; 

2.   No CASH deposit in bank account is accepted. 

3.   Registration fee of Rs. 5000/- is not the guarantee to admission.
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